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SELF-EVALUATION AND SUCCESS AT SCHOOL

LEON NIEBRZYDOgSKI

Department of Psychology University of Lodz, Poland

Abstract:

The present research on self-evaluation embraced 360 students

/11-15 years of age/ in grades V-VIII In the technique applied,

the subjects had to selected from an ordered set of tasks/from

easiest to most difficult/ those conformin-; with their self-evaluated

possibilities and to solve them. Part of the problems were typical

o4' academic tasks /polish language and mathemat.ics/, others pertai-

ned to extraschool activity of which the subjects had no nrevious

experience. This procedure permit-,,ed observaion of behavior in

success and failure situations and to register the order of selected

problems /according to degree of difficulty/.Data analysis was the

basis of conclusions on the kinds of self-evaluation.

self-evaluation categories and the freguency of their appearance

among pupils according to age were established. The following cate-

gories were disclosed: stable adequate, s,able enhanced, stable lo-

wered, and unstable. 'elost pupils in all 2.:_rades exhibited adequate

self-evaluation. Lext in number were the unstable.The number of chil-
dren with adequate self-evaluation increases and the freque-.cy of

unstable and inadequate self-evaluation declines with age.
The article provides information on the personali.557 r.,rais of indivi-

duals with different kinds of self-evaluation, differentiation depen-
din; on forms of activi;y and is relation with success at school.

",-ases are described of children representing' various types of self-
evaluation.
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Introduction

By self-evaluation is understood the complex of an individual's

opinions and judgements about himself, ir particular of his looks,

abilities, achievements and possibilities. It is a component of per-

sonality.Without self-evaluation it would be impossible either to

define one 's own individuality or to d:_stinguish onePelf from others.

It furtheimore enables to view oneself critically and to constantly

assess one s possibilities in face of varyin,g demands of life.

Self-evaluation may be total or partial. The measure of ;he degree of

total self-evaluation is not the mean of the partial assessments but

the level of evaluation of those traits which the individual considers

dominant and with which he identifies.

Podgórecki /1968/ attributes to total self-evaluation a certain stabi-

lity/durability/,immutable over a given period of life, firmly rooted

and inseverable from what is sel to be the authentic and unique "I".

This "I" may be manifested in overrating or underrating one's Dossi-

bilities in relation to awaited tasks. Self-evaluation is enhanced in

the first case and lowered in the second. This is so because experien-

ce acuired over the years is not uniform for different individuals.

jominant with some is the experience of public recognition and conse-

auent satisfaction /reward/, with others it is mostly failures and

setbacks. It may hence be considered that success and accompanying

public recognition contribute to high self-evaluation, while long-

lasting failure causes low opinion of oneself and correspondingly low-

self-evaluation. Soccesses alternating with failures/Or vice versa/

rnay contribute to shaping a vacillating, unstable self-evaluatf,on

as an expression of unstable personality. It may be assumed that

only a certain cercentae of persons form :heir self-evaluation propo-

rtionaly to their experience. iher1 it is sometimes hi;h, sometimes



low, depending on merits, we speak of an (Lequate self-evalubetion.

2he aim of the present paper is to establish:

1. the kinds of self-evaluation prevalent among adolescents,

2.the personality traits of individuals with various kinds of self-

evaluation,

3.whether the subjects rate their possibilities uniformly in spheres

of activity where ;hey had previous experience and in fields where

they had none,

4.the relation, if any,between progress in studies and particular

kinds of self-eve,luatimn.

1)ata on the ablove were obtained by ;he Hoppe Experiment technique.

Nethod

2he subjects were :Oxen 9 numberd cards containing on uhe reverse side

a number of problems of progressing dificulty:

a/ easy problems numbered1, 2, 3; b/ problems of average dificulty:4,5
6,

c/difficult problems numbered: 7,8,9,

Each subject was asked to pick 1 problem accordin; to his/her imagi-

ned possibilities and to solve it. After the first successful or un-

successful ati;empt the task was repeated three more times. The aim_was

to observe the subjecs behavior in success and failure and to obtain

information on the seouence of problems chosen.

Type of self-evaluation ws established by analyzing the choices, pupil

consistently selecting problems from ;he e ey roup and solving them

withoud much difficulty while avoidin; :he avera;ely difficuL; ones

were defined ?,s hlvin; lowered self-evaluaion. iigh s;;abili7.y and ex-

clusive choice of difficul. unsoluble problems characterized :he oppo-

site ex;reme: those of enhanced self-evaluation. pupils who chose and

solved nroblems -Icoordin; to their -ictul possibili-jes were dia.;nosed

wiTh zolf-- duation.This 7.:;ne bc hich, lier=1;e or low.

inor-mt of .:nel;r acdual nocsibilis, who :,umped in .,heir

t.nr: n 1,1'obl= Un



For sake of reliability, the experiment was conducted in two series.

In the first, problems were used from filds known to the subjects:

Polish langur:ge and mathematics contained in the school curriculum.

In the second, problems were chosen from the sluRres test. lhe objecti-

ve of this strste,u was to determine whether the subjects assess their

possibilities uniformly in fields where they have experience and where

they have none. The inveucigation embraced 360 pupils from grades

V-7111 /in the Polish school system this corresponds to the age range

of 11-15 years/.

Results:

The following types of self-evaluation were distinguished on the basis

of the data obtained:

Self-evaluation

1.S able 2.Jnstable

ade uate nadeluate

raised owered

de shall analyze the above tynes of self-evaluation with particular

emphasis on the stable and unstable. This is an essential question,

since, as L.Bozovitz /1985/ maintains:"Stable self-evaluation attests

to a stable personality and unstable to an irresolute, vacillating per-

sonality". 2ype of self-evaluation is also closely linked with the de-

L4ree of personality structurin; and oranization. ihus individuals

with stable self-evaluation have better ordered and structured perso-

nalities than their opposites. A poorly structured oerson=ility, in the

opinion of J.Reykowski /197C/, is more susceptible to emotional influ-

ehces. -uch Personalities, accordn to ,ne author, characterize indi-

viduals whose self-concepts are inadequa.te or shclr,ed conflic7.in;

e-:perience.



Adequate self -evaluation

2he data show that almost /46,64 of the investigated pupils have ade-

auate self-evaluation and the rest /53,4%/ in adequate or unstable.

Considering that the former rate themselves more or less uniformly in

the different fields of activity, regardless of experience, it may be

concluded that adequate self-evaluation is characteristic of a givdn

period of development of personality traits. Following is an example of

a person with adequate self-evaluation.

Jolanta S.,an average pupil, chose the difficult problems 6,7,8,9 in

the first series of the experiment /mathematics/ . She solved the first

three in 20 minutes with a little help from the experimenter. i)uring the

test she was completely at ease. dhen asked how she rated her mathemati-

cal ability, Jolanta considered herself a good student,althou;h she had

orly Passing marks in the previous two years. 2he experiment verified

the corretness of her estimation, as illustrated by the diagram below

/figures 1 and 2/.

1

0
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tuctit't. tht.cva, rtagn Numb, .1 prohIctns to
the order 4ii their dith{3.flty arc dcnicred on inn Seth-

anti lb, rucucsetra uhuttec_oh the honetto,
it xtut "gaily prohlunnt totted, while

umonetl

Jolanta was more cautious with the Polish language problems. Her first

choice was from the average difficulty group /n0.4/ sincq she was aware

of being somewhat we2.ker in this subject. After successfully solving

that problem her further choices consistently increased in difficulty.

Except -Por the last problem she met no unsurmountable difficulties. She

proceeded identically in the squares test.

AnalYsis of the test results and ;he ;irlc: behavior during 7,:le experi-

Tem indicate a :clf-evaluation -11wRys consc=; with her actual possi-

bilities, despite scyle differencs in .,he evaluaion levei in relation

to o-irticulr s'ojacs. Lol.antrl u. 37s er:aic in her sudi,?s, has many

('



friends and is liked by her classmates. She devotes much time to so-

cial work at school and her outside environment. All of this confirms

with the thesis of J.Brownfain/1962/ that an adequate self-evaluation

is most desirable because of the nossibility of the individual adju-

sting to the environment. Similar conclusions were reached by C.Rogers

/1954/ who asserted that individuals with adequate self-evaluation are

most frequently well Rdjusted.

Inadequate self-evaluation

As indicated above, suable self-evaluation may be adequate or inade-

quate. it is inadequ when individuals insist on setting themselves ta-

sks they cannot cone with or which they fulfil considerably below theil

possibilities. According to some authors, e.g. Lewin/1935/, J.Reykow-

ski /1970/, se1J-evaluation is strongly linked with level of aspira-

tion.Enhanced self-evaluation is asJociatet with an 2.spiration level

above/overestimation/ and lovered self-evaluation with an aspiration

level below /understimation/ one's actual possibilities.

Enhanced self-evaluation

2he considerable majority of pupils in the inadequate self-evaluation

group displayed a tendency to overestimate their possibilities.This

phenomenon was observed both in fields where the subjects had previous

experience /Polish language and mathematics/ and where they had none

/the squares test/. Of the investigated pupil sample of 19,9;6 overesti-

mated their possibilities: 21,2;5 in fields with previous experience,

17,2 in the snuares uest.These percentages varied over grades. de thus

aa.cenained a mean of 23,77' in grade V and 16,2 in grade VIII who
hj

overestimated their possibilities. These -db-.7,W6lder the pupils,:,he

lower the percentage in ;his resPect.The differences, not sudden leapE

but 9.r,dual !snd systema;ic, were most dist:inct bet-weer 7,rades V and

VIII.

renresQn.-,.1 ives of pupils wi-Lh r-ised



with problems 6 and 7 and despite failure made each successive choice

from the group of difficult problems.Christopher, a fifth grade pupil

of intelligentsia origin, may serve as example.Impolite during the ex-

periment instructions, as soon as he learnt its nature and without

stopping to conside'., chose problem 7. After reading it three times

Christopher declared after several written attempts to c2lculate the

results: "2his problem is queer and cannot be solved". Jespite failu-

re, his next choice was problem NO.8, still harder, nd finally- the

most difficult, problem No.9. 8-

5

.^

1

riv. 3. \l,ttheinmic,
As shown in Fig.3,all liree attempts in the above example ended in

failure.Christopher motivated his complete confidence by assuring that

he could solve difficuIe mathematical problems "but these are so queer"

Seeing that the boy could not manage the problems selected, the ex-

periment proposed that he choose from the averagely difficult ones.

2he suggestion was not considered. After 30 minuts of vian attempts

Christopher turned in his cards and as he was leaving the hall remon-

strated loudly: "I solved other problems like this and got A's'.1

it should finnaly be noted that pupils with enhanced self-evaluation

choose problems mainly within one group. vieak ones, with poor school

records, test ;heir ability by tackling problems of a- -age difficulty;

those with passing marks aspire to solve more difficul tones. These

pupils' choice of problems is independent of succes or failure during

the experiment. This means that behavior in this category is due to

fixed oPinions of themselves and does not depend on momentary success

or failure. 2hey retain their canvition although their self-evaluation

does no..; correspond with their possibilities and are inclined to under-

like tasks ',.bove their powers, ,:nu .73. m-,nifestin; inadequae self-eva-

luaion r. concreo rields of ac;ivit7.To sufl.o=t



of this group of pupils, we may add that they behave similarly in the

squares test where they cannot anticipate their possibilities. 2his is

additional evidence that an inflated aspiration level is a personality
a

tr it. It may be assumed chat such traits al'e tipical of the dogmatic

Personality.

According to the protocol of the experiment, 95% of the subjects with

enhanced self-evaluation replied 11 well" "I" have no difficulties",

"I solve all problems myself" to the question: "How are you managing

with mathematics and Polish language?"They explained their choice of

more difficult problems after failures as follows:"I hoped I would ma-

nage even the more difficuld, ones", I am able to solve difficult pro-

blems, but tuday it somehow didn't go", etc. In short, these answer

of subjects with enhanced self-evaluation confirm their conviction

that the cause of failure is not latent in themselves but lies in

objective circumstances or in other persons. Characteristic of this

group is their reference to the past in cases of failure, to good or

very good marks in the subject in earlier grades, while ignoring cur-

rent marks./Yor more detailed data c.f., rdebrzydowski, 1976, 1989/.

Pupils with enhanced self-evaluation often ignore assesments that do

not correspond with their aspirations and do not verify previous atti-

tudes fixed during their school careers. For low marks currently obta-

ined they mos; often blame teachers, sometimes parents or colleagues,

whom they accuse of injustice. :Failure does not lead them to analyze

their behavior but only deepens erroneous self-knowledge and self-

evaluation.

Lowered self-evaluation

"A lowered self-evaluation is a state in which a person attributes to

himself lower possibilities ;Inn actually Possessed and hence understi-

; or socil ,t=ractivness. lower opinion of the moral

values of is activi-,ies than They deserve f..nd h ex-pec-5s les;

nr-7-1.e /.

from



a person does not believe in his possibilities and is reluctant to
;

undertake difficult tasks out of fear atfailure. It is hence a psychic

state which hampers activity and creative initiative. Persons with

lowered self-evaluation sometimes resign from more attractive types

of schools, work or public functions, since they lack confidence in

their ability to cope with them. 2hey are furthermore in a constant

state of internal tension and are often worried and disturbed. 2his

state may evoke behavior unexpected by ;he environment.A negatively

self-evaluating individual or one with an inferiority complex may mani

fest defensive attitudes and deeds expressed in aggression, disorga-

nization or escape from reality/2omaszewski, 1975/.

2he present research disclosed very few pupils with lowered self-evalu

ation both in fields of activity with and without Previous experience

:hey constitute 4,5% of subjects in all the investigated grades, which

is negligent when compared with the number with the other types of

self-evaluation.

The great majority of the lowered self-evaluation group do poorly at

school and usually have workers' backround. lore rarely, they consi-

st of average pupils who fail in one or two subjects, It should also

be noted that girls underestt-late their possibilities more often

than boys.The experimental data further indicate that while the p,'?.r-

centage of this category is slight, it tends to grow from year to yea

This is closely associated with the rise in self-criticizm. It is als

to be observed that pupils overestimating and underestimating their

possibilities both display certain characteristic peculiarities, e.g

they choose problems within one Eroup. Those with lowered self-eval

ation choose ;hem very cautiously, below their possibilities. daldek

Trade VII, blue-collar Ipck;round, rated avera7e by his teachers, m

serve as an example of this kind of self-evaluetion. He made the fo

choices in the ex-serimental series /see -17iures 4, 5, 6.



Fig 4 Mathematics S. Polish language

Fig6Square<ltsi

Although he solved those problems without difficulty, galdek could

not be persuaded to choose more difficult ones because he considered

himself a pupil. According to the teachers, he was average in the lo-

wer grades and had difficulties only in mathematics. galdek said

ablut himself: " I am a weakling". His ;rade VII teacher stated that

his written answers were much better than the verbal ones and he ad-

mitted that he "loses his head at the blackboard.

It turned out that 65 of pupils with lowered self-evaluation were

school failures. 2he remaining were those of a low or average achie

vement level. 2here were no gifted pupils in that ;roup.

Observation during the experiment pointed to hyper-sensitivity to assE

ssment or criticizm and constant fear of failure or ridicule as the

causes of lowered self-evaluation. Such pupils are especially affected

by failure and their capability of further effort is consequently

reduced /c.f. liebrzydowski,1969/.

Unstable self-evaluation

Unstable self-evauation is impaired. It may take two forms: 1/not

yet crIstallized, and 2/ undergoing change under the impact of current

experience.Eoth forms reveal great vacillation in determining one's

level of aspiration. Thus, the individual is at times convinced he can

ttain much and outdo competitors in many respects and at other times

he manifests quite the contrary, i.e.,he believes he is worthless and

canno; cope the sli;htest difficulty /aeykowski, 1970/,Accordin;

to L.-=ozcwi:z, ;his is a typical sycroto71 ,;1`' immeure self-oercep,ion,

ofen desi,na;ed as disinte;rri,ion, whch is 71anifesed in :wo succe:3-

sive col:tradictory corception of one's :)ossibili.:ieL3 /3ozovitz,1)5/.

"'"=7
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;his is particulary evident in childchood and adolescence, revealing

lack of equilibrium in the Psychic processes and an emotional approach

to the surrounding world. In such persons small successes may cause

heightened aspirations and a better frame of mind, while even a slight

failure may seem a serius problem and tragedy. A fairly large percen-
RuRils manifested

tage of the investigated',an unstable /vacillating/ assessment of their

possibilities.2he mean for the four investigated 1-r'ddes oscillates

between 23,6Y1 in Polish language and 35,5 in the squares test. Lost

unstable assessments thus appear in the latter, a field where the su-

bjects had no previous experience.

There are no statistically significant differences between grades, alt-

hough the percentage of pupils with unstable self-evaluation declines

nrogressively over grades. 2he mean for the three tasks covered by the

experiment amounts to 32,2)(; in grade V. Fewest unstable self-evaluatiol

were noted in grade 7111 /mean for 3 tasks = 20/ and most in grade V.

The hil;her proportion in this grade can be attributed to many factors

the most important of which are:

1/ Chang'ed demands in connection with the switch from introductory te-

aching /grades I-Ii/, to elementary systematics /grade 7/;

2/areater demands posed on punils in higher elementary school gra-

des. 1Tew conditions need no; always be unfavorable for the pupil, but

it often happens that when promoted from grade I; to V, a previously

successful punil becomes average and a passing student-unsatisfactory;

3iIncreased activity of the internal secretion ;lands and accomparling

shaky eouilibrium of the psychic processes, it m;:y be difficult for

some pupils to main'6ain a stable self-evaluation in these conditions.

3eginning with T;rade, 71 pupils enter a certain period of stabilization_ _

accustom themselves to the new reouirements end commence to reconcile

to the poci7,ions of ood, avera;e or weak Pupil. :.ost stable in this

Teepee:: ere , pupils. Only 17,7,, and ?2,2, respectively did

not have a matre oninien of ,heir posibilities in Polish lan.:,-uh;e

mTh '1



The situation with the squares test was somewhat different. Here the

percentage with unstable self-evaluation was pretty large, even in

:_Lrade VIII, amounting to 32,2. Moreover, every third pupil of this

class was unable to assess his possibilities adequately in a field

whe'2e he lacked experience, It is noteworthy that more weak than

good Pupils have unstable self-evaluation. 2hose successful in their

studies evaluated themselves very stably in a)1 series of the experi-

ment.

For a more accurate elucidation of the silhoutte of an unstably self-

evaluatinF; pupil we shall analyze the case of 3otena, a Puck school

pupil of averal-e attainment level. She started the mthematics test

with the easiest problem /n:).1/ which she solved easily. iery happy

with her success and sure of herself, her ser.ond choice was the very

difficult Problem E. As was to be expected, she could not manage it.

She 1-ot flustered, blushed and said: "16 m,--y be bet6er if 1 don u

try to solve any more problems". It required a long converse5ion to

convince the s-irl to continue. ,Jearnin; from her unpleasant experience,

she now asked for an easier problem- 1:o.7. i'-eeting with no difficulty,

3otena livened up a7Id again fel; satisfied with herself. In the fourth

attempt she asked for Problem o.5, of avera;e difficulty. This time

she failed
SI

a:-.,ain. Her successive choices are illustrated in Fig. 7:

Th experiment, cons

above-- f two series o asks: 1) a
which th pupils h I previous e'
(Polish lan, an and mathemat
2) activity in field where they l
(the square test disclosed four
z,elf-e\-11 ion. Thes are: stable ,

;table nhanced, stab lowered,

}lg. 7. Nlathematic sta C.

MP above is an example of sudden jumns from easiest to most difficult

prohlems.2his at.,:es;s to a we-lk .:Tareness of possibilities and gr

va..cill?,oion of mood. small sucesses evoke self-confidence and self-asst

rm-e even '.7)ety f?ilures c'use discouraTemenu 7-nd breekdowr.
;Is

rule, rol;res:71:i-,-,2s of ,;hfa rroun hn;ween h-opy and li-

vely Toods ,Ind St IT'S of denresson -nd bre-kThwn. :h:11;es of mood -,nd

--7? 1 .:1)4..-7



one s "I" on the one hand and to compesatory accenting of other tra-

its of the"I" on the other. It may be asserted that an individual of

unstable self-evaluation is strongly affected by arising situation.If

a situation is favorable and that individual scores a success, then

the self-evaluation is raised: if unaforable-it is sharply lowered.It

follows then that the "I" /personality/ of such a Person is completely

dependent on the moods evoked by success or failure.

it may be accepted that unstable self-evaluation results from a colli-

sion beween current and previous self-concepts. hen conditions are

unfavorable for maintaining prevailing self-concept it gives way ;0

P new one. 2his process Proceeds et a different rate with different

persons. dhen self- concept and the associated self-evalouation chanse

in a Positive direc:ion, the shif is conflic;less: if in a negative

directibn -it may be m2mifested in disturbed behavior. dhen a negative

change proceeds ,:oo rapidly, behavior is artificial,betraying symptoms

of maladjustment /1-debrzydowski, 19e9/.

Conclusions

:he experiment, consistin:;-as shown ,bove-of two series of tasks:

1/.activity in which :he pupils had previous experience /Polish lan-

guage and mathematics/ and 2/Activity in a field where they had none

/the squares test/, disclosed four kinds of self-evaluation. these are:

stable adequate, stable enhanced, stable lowered, and unstable.

11 types ere present bo-,;h in srade 7 nd rade /III pupils.2he majo-

rity of pupils in all investisated -2,-rades had adequa,:e self-evaluatior

Rear for both :ypes of activity= 46,6a. These data su,sgest that in

th's case ade7.ua;e seif-svalut is a personality trait. 1.ext in num-

ber were those with unstable self-evaluation who constituted a mean of

in P'l rades, re-:ardless of ,;he ,;:zpe of activity tested-But the

:;.ercen.La;ri of ;he l7:tter w'th and ;yoe of activity

:%ost were found in ---,rr:Ide i nd the least 'n sr,de 111 l.A co7.oarison of

wiTh dl:feron6 of Jelf-vIluation r led n ".ncreise

4
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proportion of the atequate sype and a decline of the inadequate and

unstable types wish age. This regularity pertains to evaluasiçn both

in and out of school. A comparison of she data of both experimental

series shows that among the majority of subjects self-evaluation

either corresponds in both activities or show a rising tendency in

school activity. In extramural activity there is a rise only in un-

stable self-evaluation. Only 4,5 of ;he pupils were ascertained to

have understimated their possibilities in both kinds of activity

/see also :iebrzydowski, 199/,

1 5
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